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By DANNY PARISI

Despite being one of the most popular advertising mediums in the world, retailers and brands routinely miss the
mark on YouTube advertising, leaving large swaths of potential audience neglected.

The average retail view rate for YouTube ads is 76 percent lower than the average for all industries, signifying that
retailers have a lot of work to do to catch up to other sectors when it comes to targeting customers through the video
platform. This data comes from Strike Social, which examined a year's worth of YouTube campaigns from across 25
industries.

"Retailers typically stay rather niche with their targeting around luxury brands and then go broader for more mid-
level brands," said Jason Nesbitt, vice president of media and agency operations, Strike Social, Chicago. "Still, within
the targeting groups for either a luxury or non-luxury brand, there is always room for testing.

"Luxury retailers should consider testing broader markets as well to see if there is room to expand their brands to
discover new audiences," he said. "At Strike Social, we've seen impressive results around cost-per-view, view rate
and view click-through rate with younger age groups and more general targeting for luxury brands.

"But it's  really a case-by-case basis you need to dive deeper into any YouTube campaign results to see if there is an
actual tangible impact on the brands and products themselves (i.e., purchase intent)."

YouTube engagement
YouTube is undeniably the absolute largest platform for viewing video content. Every day, users consume more than
one billion hours of video content through YouTube.

This adds up to almost $80 billion in revenue for Google and a huge potential for brands to influence their target
customers.

The video platform is especially helpful for reaching the valuable 18-34 age group, who are the most affected by
YouTube advertising.
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Cost-per-view and view rates by age. Image credit: Strike Social

Older consumers are also viable targets for YouTube ads but with some tradeoffs. Strike Social's report found that
older consumers had higher view rates but also higher cost-per-view, meaning that they had the greater attention
span for consuming branded content but at a higher cost to the advertiser.

As for men and women, their viewing habits tend to be roughly equal.

For luxury brands, short films and video marketing can be a powerful tool, and yet even the most globally
recognized brands can have highly produced videos with only a few thousand views.

It is  imperative that those brands use data analytics to create better and more engaging video content and promote it
accordingly.

Video marketing
Many luxury brands rely heavily on videos to support the brand and attract more customers.

Some brands are even going so far as to make videos a part of the shoppable experience.

Fore example, British menswear and leather goods brand Alfred Dunhill celebrated the city of its  birth, London, with
four short films chronicling the lives of four local men.

Each short film delves into the men's lives and how dunhill fits  in with their aesthetic. Customers can then shop the
looks seen in the videos for an easy connection between advertising and commerce (see story).

Other brands have been hosting entire series on YouTube, such as Chanel's recurring Gabrielle video campaign,
which sees a different celebrity starring in a short film showcasing the Gabrielle bag in each one.
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Another look at the data. Image credit: Strike Social

The latest Gabrielle video bridges the gap between East and West in its ongoing Gabrielle handbag campaign with a
new short film starring South Korea's G-Dragon.

Previous Gabrielle short films have drawn on stars from a variety of disciplines and countries, all united around the
concept of the Gabrielle bag, named for Chanel founder Gabrielle "Coco" Chanel. Previous videos have drawn on
prominent Chinese icons for starring roles, and now Chanel is recruiting a Korean singer, rapper and fashion icon
(see story).

Understanding how to make the best and most engaging videos is key to a luxury brand's ability to attract younger
consumers who are most active on the platform.

"The most important takeaway for any brand, luxury retailers included, is to listen to the data," Strike Social's Mr.
Nesbitt said. "Most luxury brands tend to stick to what they know and target to the same sort of consumer over and
over again.

"This can sometimes contradict who is actually engaging best with an ad," he said. "In testing, it may turn out that
younger females are engaging really well with the ad when the brand tends to put their ad spend toward older
women. At the very least, not testing limits reaching new audiences.

"That's why multivariate testing is so imperative; it uncovers surprising insights into your audience. Let the data lead
your ad-spending decisions, rather than tradition, and you'll truly see the best ad buy for your buck."
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